Hydrotherapy: Relax, Unwind—Feel Great
(NAPSA)—Making a splash
with many stressed folks these
days—hydrotherapy, a luxurious,
water-based way to relax in the
comfort of your own home.
Whether you need to unwind
after a tension-filled day at work,
or would like to soothe muscles
and joints that are sore due to
sports or arthritis pain, hydrotherapy may be the answer, doctors say. Lying in a warm, bubbling hydrotherapy tub may help
promote muscle relaxation, temporary pain relief, bodily cleansing, healing, even help for insomnia, some experts believe. Over
time, hydrotherapy may even
bring about healthy changes in
your circulatory system, some say.
This relaxing and heated “air”
massage may not only be great for
daily bathing, but also for a full
body massage.
Now you can enjoy the therapeutic experience of hydrotherapy
at your convenience, thanks to air
bubbler tubs for the home, such as
the Champagne Bubbler from
LASCO Bathware, the nation’s
leading maker of fiberglass and
acrylic bath fixture products. The
latest addition to the company’s collection of luxury bathware, the
Champagne Bubbler provides the
most highly customizable massage
experience available. Unlike conventional whirlpools with just four
to eight jets, the Champagne Bubbler pulsates water from thousands
of bubbles surging from Air Portals
strategically located in the bottom
radius of the deep bathing well.
“By adding the Air Bubbler
technology, a constant flow of
warm bubbles envelops the
bather, creating the feeling of a
full-body massage,” says Fred
Adams, Vice President of Marketing. It’s a unique—and fully customized—bathing experience:

A New Advanced Treatment
May Be Your Key To
Parenthood

Soothe tired muscles and luxuriate in your own hot tub of
massaging bubbles.
with the ability to select from
three settings, including constant
bubble action, wave mode and
pulse mode, the variable speed
controls allow the user to fully
adjust the strength of the relaxing
air massage.
Constructed of a durable, highgloss Lucite ® Cast Acrylic, the
Champagne Bubbler comes with
an array of standard features,
including 58-82 Air Portals, an
Electronic Control Package with
Wave and Pulse functions, a 1 HP
Variable Speed Air Blower with
Heating System and 20-minute
Timer, and an Automatic Purge
and Dry Cycle. Each unit comes
complete with a reinforced deck
for added strength, an extra deep
and long bathing well, slip resistant floor, pre-leveled ABS support base and a ten-year Limited
Warranty.
Av a i l a b l e n a t i o n w i d e , t h e
Champagne Bubbler series includes seven distinct tubs with a
selection of over 20 designer colors.
To learn more, call (800) 877-2005;
or visit www.LASCOBathware.com.

Deck Your Halls For Next To Nothing
(NAPSA)—Bells are not the
only thing that will jingle this holiday season. By following a few
decorating tips, you may hear the
sound of leftover change in your
pocket.
Here are a few tips on making
your home merry and bright.
Décor You’ll Adore
Use antique reproduction
sleighs and sleds as table accents
or wall and door displays. Fill the
sleighs with poinsettias or holly
and berry sprays. Add some minilights and a handmade bow and
you’ll have a holiday creation the
neighbors may envy.
Make It A Bright And
Beautiful Holiday
Drape inexpensive net lighting
over your bushes. When it comes to
the tree, branch out. Decorate outdoor trees with inexpensive ornaments and ribbons. Purchase a sixpack of clear glass ornaments and
create your own unique look. Handpaint or fill them with miniature
glass ornaments or garlands in all
sizes, shapes and colors.
Brighten your lawn with animated reindeer or line your walk
with twinkling candy canes. Big
Lots has dozens of pre-lit decorations to choose from, such as
swags, garlands, and two-foot
trees—all under $10 each.
Wrap Up Some Savings
Buy decorative tins or baskets
to showcase your homemade cookies and candies. At closeout prices,
you can taste some delicious savings. Big Lots offers low prices on
gift bags and tins, plus coordinated
wraps, bags, tissue and bows to

Making your home bright and
beautiful for the holidays is easier—and more affordable—than
you might think.
make holiday gifts sparkle.
No place like home
Trend watchers predict people
will travel less this holiday season
and will want to make their
homes welcoming and festive.
Making your castle warm and
cozy can be more affordable than
you think.
Big Lots has a luxurious lineup
of home goods, including velvet
pillows, duvets, window panels,
and chenille throws to warm
things up. For those overnight
guests, think about a sleigh—bed
that is. Don’t forget flannel sheets.
Then, after a great day of closeout
shopping, heat up some cocoa and
settle in for a nice winter’s nap.
Closeouts are the same first quality, brand-name products found at
other retailers, but at substantially
lower prices. Closeout retailers offer
products at 20 to 40 percent below
traditional retailers.
To find the nearest Big Lots,
visit www.biglots.com.

(NAPSA)—Are you among the
ten percent of Americans of childbearing age who want to start a
family but face the daunting reality of infertility?
Although it is comforting to
know that promising infertility
treatments are available, you may
be overwhelmed by the options,
the process and the costs.
Now there is a new, highly effective, convenient treatment that
may be your answer to parenthood.
Bravelle™ (urofollitropin for injection, purified), recently approved
by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, is a highly purified, naturally derived follicle-stimulating hormone that stimulates
the development of eggs in the
ovaries, an important step in most
infertility treatment programs.
The new treatment can be
administered by either subcutaneous (SC) or intramuscular (IM)
administration. Most patients prefer SC administration, where you
self-inject the medication just
under the skin with much smaller
needles than IM.
It is also the lowest priced purified gonadotropin—an important
benefit since infertility treatment is
generally not fully covered by
insurance. Since cost may limit the
number of treatment cycles a
patient can pursue, the savings can
translate into additional treatment
cycles, which can increase the possibility of parenthood.
Only physicians thoroughly
familiar with infertility treatment, including the risk of multiple births and adverse reactions,
should prescribe Bravelle™. Like
all gonadotropins, it is a potent
substance capable of causing mild
to severe adverse reactions, including ovarian hyperstimulation
syndrome (incidence of 8.2 percent), with or without pulmonary
or vascular complications, in
women undergoing therapy for
infertility. Like other products for
ovarian stimulation, treatment
may result in multiple gestations.
For more information about
infertility, visit www.ferring
fertility.com.

***
To follow, without halt, one aim:
There’s the secret of success.
—Anna Pavlova
***

***
Put yourself on view. This brings
your talents to light.
—Baltasar Gracian
***

***
Wrinkles should merely indicate where smiles have been.
—Mark Twain
***
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Reaching A Toddler Milestone With “Character”
(NAPSA)—When it comes to
training a toddler, it can take a lot
of character—or is it characters?
In a recent survey on potty
training by Hanes, 70 percent of
the parents who responded said
they used underwear featuring
their child’s favorite characters as
an incentive for potty training.
“Character underwear is an
incredibly fun yet amazingly practical reward for using the potty
and keeping their underwear dry,”
said Dudley Gentry, director of
marketing for Hanes children’s
underwear.
Close to 50 percent of parents
surveyed said it took a month to
several months before their child
was trained. In line with popular
thinking, the majority of parents
said girls are easier to train than
boys.
Age also is an important factor
for potty training. Close to 80 percent of parents surveyed trained
their children between 18 months
and three years of age.
“Compared to other toddler
milestones, like first steps and
drinking from a cup, potty training often generates more concerns and questions from parents,” said Dr. Cyndy Lively, a
pediatrician and mother of two.
“We advise parents to look for
signs their child is ready and
willing to be potty trained. A
common first sign is when your
child knows and acknowledges
that he has to use the bathroom.
When they do use the potty,
encourage your child with lots of
praise. Treat accidents with sym-

Before starting potty training,
parents should plan a special
underwear shopping expedition
with their toddler.
pathy and avoid scolding.”
Although 70 percent of parents
surveyed said they used character
underwear as an actual incentive
for potty training, an even greater
number, said character underwear
plays an important role throughout the entire training process. As
an incentive or a reward, character underwear can help but there
is one important guideline—
choose the right character. Nearly
half of the parents surveyed said
their children want to wear only
certain favorite characters. Hanes
offers a complete array of the latest character underwear from
movies such as Star Wars and
Harry Potter, along with perennial
favorites, such as Barbie, Winniethe-Pooh, Hot Wheels and Blue’s
Clues.
For more information, visit
www.Hanes.com.

Picture-Perfect Presents
(NAPSA)—Picture this: Holiday gift shopping that’s more of a
snap, thanks to cameras and
photo accessories great for just
about anyone on your shopping
list:
• A picture-perfect match for
people who love taking pictures
may be one of Fujifilm’s new
35mm and 24mm Advanced Photo
System (APS) cameras. Ideal for
those in search of a point-andshoot camera with more advanced
features: the Fujifilm Zoom Date
125 SR, a stylish compact camera
with an easy-to-use date/time
stamp for organizing snapshots.
Other features: a Sure Loading
system to ensure film is always
loaded correctly; remote control
and sequential self-timer so everyone can join in the picture.
• For the stylish teen in your
family, the Q1 camera is unique
with its round shape and small
size that can easily fit in the palm
of your hand, be slipped into a
jacket pocket, or worn around the
neck as the perfect accessory.
Automatic features make it ideal
for capturing the action at those
cool holiday parties.
• Don’t forget to include film
with the new camera you give
this holiday season. For 24mm
Advanced Photo System picturetakers, Fujifilm offers the Nexia
400 3-pack. If you need 35mm
film, try the four-pack of Fujicolor Superia X-TRA 400. You’ll
be better able to capture sharp
images in low-light conditions,
such as festive outdoor lights on
winter nights.
• A great gift for gadget buffs,

Point-and-shoot holiday fun:
new cameras with fabulous
features.
the new FinePix A303 is among the
slimmest and lightest digital cameras in its class. It sports a 3x optical zoom, movie recording, and PCcam capabilities so you can stay in
touch with friends and family long
distance. Easy-to-install FinePixViewer software makes viewing
and e-mailing pictures a snap; or
drop off the removable storage
media card at a Digital Camera
Developing retailer for traditional
prints.
• Some great stocking stuffers
—one-time-use cameras for the
person on the go, such as the Fujicolor QuickSnap Flash with its
real camera look and large
viewfinder for easy focusing, preloaded with 27 exposures. For the
tech-savvy person on your list,
Fujifilm’s Universal Serial Bus
(USB) Drive offers powerful and
convenient removable storage that
is small enough to fit in a pocket
or carry on a key chain to show off
your photos on any computer.

